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Mission Development Plan 

From the Rector, on behalf of the PCC… 

Introduction 
St Faith’s Church and its associated buildings occupy a prominent location in the centre of historic 

Havant and are an important part of the townscape for many local residents.  It has been obvious to 

the congregation for many years that there is great potential to enhance the local community, both 

spiritually and socially, but exactly how to achieve this has been the subject of numerous meetings 

and discussions. 

 

Following the departure of the previous Rector the Parochial Church Council decided to prepare a 

Mission Development Plan following consultation with the congregation, key partners and current 

users of our property.  It is intended that this will provide a clear, challenging, but achievable plan of 

action for the next five years with aims and objectives which will guide the development of the 

Church well into the future.  With clear targets across the five headline Aims, the Plan should allow 

St Faith’s to utilise the support of the congregation and wider community and so improve the lives of 

local residents in a wide variety of ways. 

 

The Mission Development Plan has been written to complement and be read in conjunction with the 

Parish Profile which was produced in September 2014. 

St Faith’s Mission and Vision Statements 
To focus and guide the congregation of St Faith’s in meeting the challenge the following Mission and 

Vision statements were drawn up, carefully considered, discussed and agreed. 

Mission Statement 

We are inspired by the Good News of Jesus Christ to grow and share our faith by serving God and 

neighbour with loving care and joyful celebration. 

(approved by the PCC on 22 November 2010) 

Vision Statement 

It is the vision of St Faith’s Church to put the heart into Havant. We will do this through the 

stewardship of God’s gifts by commending the Christian faith to people of all ages, sharing the 

Gospel in ways that deepen understanding and building relationships with individuals and 

institutions that enhance our common life. 

(approved by the PCC on 23rd June 2014) 

 

To meet the Mission and Vision it was decided that there should be five key complementary aims 

and associated objectives to provide the framework and direction for our future actions, fundraising 

and use of our buildings.  These are as shown on the next page… 
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•Provide a spiritual sanctuary 

•Develop Church Services and find fresh approaches 

•Broaden minds and enliven hearts through culture 

•Provide support for those seeking help  

•Develop the Church Shop - for friendship and funds 

•Be welcoming and open to all 

•Promote good stewardship and the sharing of gifts 

Worship & 
Service 

•Grow leaders 

•Provide Teaching and nurture 

•Support Pastoral Care 

•Encourage young families 

•Work with others to provide assistance 
•Develop discipleship courses 

Discipleship and 
Encouragement 

•Strive to encourage and welcome all children and 
young people 

•Strive to foster a greater culture of acceptance and 
celebration of children and youth within church 
services 

•Develop our All-Age Services 

•Encourage Christian education 

•Train and support leaders 

Nurturing the 
Young 

•Maintain and restore our historic buildings 

•Maximise building use by and with the local community 

•Encourage financial stewardship 

•Use our buildings as visible signs of the Kingdom 

Caring for our 
Buildings 

 

•Encourage respect for God’s creation 

•Enhance the wildlife value of our churchyard 

•Enhance the churchyard for quiet relaxation and wider 
community use 

•Explore potential sources of ‘green’ energy 

•Reduce our ‘footprint’ 
 

Enhancing our 
Environment 

Our Mission Development Plan 
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The Mission Development Plan Process 
 

During October and November 2014 seven working groups considered and developed the objectives 

for each of the aims looking at the advantages and disadvantages of each, how they would fit our 

Mission and Vision, who would be responsible for delivery and whether the objective was a high, 

medium or low priority.  Each group then gave a presentation to the PCC to give the background to 

their decisions and so aid the Mission Development Plan (MDP) sub group as they drew together the 

different objectives into a comprehensive set of proposals. 

The first draft of the MDP was then brought together and, following approval by the PCC, was 

circulated to the congregation for consultation in February 2015. 

In March 2015 all PCC members were then invited to a one-day opportunity to refine this plan in the 

light of the consultation.  Five members met, and considered all the submitted and oral responses.  

As a result the plan was honed from seven aims to five, with the aims of partnership and 

communication being woven into the other five.  A number of other smaller drafting points were 

made, and the final draft debated and approved by the PCC . 

The PCC now commends this plan to the Parish, in the prayerful hope that it will guide our work for 

the Kingdom over the coming years.  We pray that God will lead us forward with commitment and 

purpose as we seek a prime encourager of ‘faith in the heart of Havant’. 

 

 

Canon Tom Kennar – Rector 

On Behalf of the PCC 

April 2015 
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A. WORSHIP & SERVICE:  
 

We will be a worshiping and serving community  
 
The Way Forward 
Jesus Christ taught that the whole of the Law of God could be summarised into two complementary 
phrases:  ‘love God’ and ‘love your neighbour as yourself’.  From this, it follows that the purpose of 
the Church must be to worship (love) God, and serve (love) our neighbours.  Worship, then, is one of 
the two primary foci of our life.  We are compelled by this belief to continue to offer worship 
services.  This is why God made us:  it is our highest calling to be those who worship the Living God. 
And because we are inspired by the Good News of Jesus Christ to grow and share our faith, we also 
seek to serve our neighbours, through acts of kindness and the provision of space in which 
friendships can be made, counsel sought, and life lived in all its fullness. Even if we have no roof we 
have to continue to do this because we are there for all people who come to us.   
 

Objective Responsibility 

A1 
Provide a spiritual sanctuary within the church for all those who seek 
space to pray and think 

Worship Comm. 

A2 
Continue to develop Church Services, Baptism, Wedding & Funeral 
Services 

Worship Comm. 

A3 
Implement fresh approaches to worship to broaden the appeal of the 
Gospel 

Worship Comm. 

A4 Provide support for those approaching us for help Worship Comm. 

A5 
Promote and develop the Church Shop, both as a service to the 
Community (as a meeting place and source of affordable items) as well 
as an income source for the Church 

Pallant Buildings 
Development 
Team (PBDT) 

A6 
Appear and be welcoming and open to all, including those who are 
“unchurched’ 

Worship Comm. 

A7 
As a key element of our worship and service, to promote good 
stewardship and the sharing of gifts to achieve our mission 

Stewardship Team 
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B.   DISCIPLESHIP & ENCOURAGEMENT:  

To become disciples and encourage others 

The Way Forward 
As Christians we are both challenged and inspired to spread the Good News of Christ. His message of 

love, equality and caring for our neighbours is as relevant now as it has ever been.  It is also clear 

that many, many, people who may not attend Church services are still drawn to the building for 

relaxation, peace, sanctuary, and to offer prayers at difficult times in their lives.  The ‘letters to God’ 

in our new prayer area, the comments in the visitor book and reports from those stewarding during 

the week provide clear evidence of the demand and value of St Faith’s church to the wider 

community.  We feel strongly called to improve this role whenever we can. 

Objective Responsibility 

B1 
To identify & enable leaders who can encourage the whole 
congregation and community to worship God and serve one another 

Worship Comm. 

B2 
Provide Christian Teaching and nurture those who are new to the 
church community 

Discipleship Team 

B3 Support & encourage the work of the Pastoral Care Team 
Pastoral & 

Stewarding Team 

B4 Develop new ways to encourage young families in their faith 
Children and 

Young People’s 
Team (CYPT) 

B5 
Work with statutory agencies, charities and other churches to provide 
assistance and signposting for those in need of practical help and social 
activities 

Ministry Team 

B6 
To nurture the spiritual maturity of the congregation through 
discipleship courses 

Discipleship Team 
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C. NURTURING THE YOUNG:  

We will nurture children and young people  

The Way Forward 
Children and Youth are a priority of the Church.  We want to nurture and develop faith amongst our 

young people in the community and demonstrate the constant relevance of Christian teachings and 

Jesus’ life.  Churches, like schools, can be key ways for people to interact, make friends and build a 

society.  We believe young people are at the heart of a healthy Church and a vibrant Havant so we 

have dedicated a distinct aim to working with them. 

Objective Responsibility 

C1 
We will strive to encourage and welcome all children and young people 
in the community 

CYPT 

C2 
We will strive to foster a greater culture of acceptance and celebration 
of children and youth within church services 

CYPT/ Worship 
Committee. 

C3 To develop St Faith’s All-Age Services 
CYPT / Worship 
Comm. 

C4 
To encourage the Christian education of children and young people 
known and unknown to the church 

CYPT 

C5 
To develop resources and training for those leading and teaching 
children and young people 

CYPT 
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D) ENHANCING OUR ENVIRONMENT:  

We will promote and enhance our natural environment 
 
The Way Forward 
The Bible makes clear that the natural world and its creatures have value to God regardless of any 
value or usefulness to us.  It also makes clear that all human beings are children of God and so we 
have a duty to do what we can to promote their well-being and to avoid undermining this. But we 
can’t care about other people or God’s other creatures without caring about the conditions which 
affect their lives – which means caring about the impact of our own activities and consumer choices.  
Although Scripture implies that the natural world is important to God in its own right, contact with it 
is also spiritually and emotionally beneficial to us all – it helps us recognise the immensity (and 
beauty) of God, and it may bring us closer to God. 

 

Objective Responsibility 

D1 
Encourage respect for God’s creation, and increase understanding of 
how that relates to our Christian faith 

Worship Comm. 

D2 Enhance the wildlife value of our churchyard 
Churchyard 
Development 
Group 

D3 Enhance the churchyard for quiet relaxation and wider community use 
Churchyard 
Development 
Group 

D4 Explore potential sources of environmentally-friendly ‘green’ energy 

PBDT and BMC 
and Church 
Development 
Team  

D5 
Foster ‘green’ initiatives (seeking ways to reduce the environmental 
‘footprint’ of the church and its members) 

All Development 
Teams and Groups 
and BMC 
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E. CARING FOR OUR BUILDINGS:  

We will be good stewards of our Church and its buildings  

The Way Forward 
St Faith’s Church has a number of properties available for functions, church activities and 

commercial lets; some in Trust with restrictions on usage and disposal.  It would be fair to say that 

several, including the main Church building, have been allowed to degrade over decades - caught in 

a spiral of declining income and limited funds for maintenance, let alone restoration.  Through the 

development of the Plan we have encouraged a mindset of “What does God want us to do and what 

buildings do we need to achieve this?” rather than “We have these buildings; how are we going to 

use them?” 

Overall it was felt that several of the properties were in good order and bringing in commercial rents 

which were providing essential income.  Others had great potential to deliver other elements of our 

Mission but also with opportunities to reduce maintenance expenses and generate additional 

income.  It was unanimously decided by the working group that the ideal would be not to sell any of 

our buildings but to restore them all through potential partnerships with third parties, applying for 

grants and public fundraising.  Although it was accepted that sale of some property may well  be 

necessary it was felt that this should be a last resort and loans using property as security would be 

preferable if required.  The following list of objectives is our ideal and this may have to be altered in 

terms of scale, specification or timing due to planning considerations, finance or other factors. 
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St Faith’s Church Building – Immediate Goals 

Objective Responsibility 

E1 
Restore the roof and address the issues raised in the 2014 
Quinquennial report.  This will be funded through reserves, a public 
appeal and, hopefully, successful bids to charitable trusts 

Church 
Development 
Team/BMC 

E2 
Improve the comfort of the church by building on the recent upgrade 
of the heating system by improving heat retention 

Church 
Development 
Team/BMC 

E3 
Consult on a proposal to remove some or all of the pews and replace 
with comfortable chairs to allow easy use of the building for different 
services, performances and events 

Church 
Development 
Team 

E4 

Investigate and consult on the potential to build a two storey extension 
on the north – western corner of St Faith’s to provide meeting rooms, 
toilets, a reception area, kitchen and potentially space for the Parish 
Office.  Ideally building work could start by year 5 

Church 
Development 
Team 

E5 
Investigate and resolve the problem of damp in the old choir vestry 
and seek to develop both vestries as useful spaces to serve the mission 
of the church building 

Church 
Development 
Team/BMC 

E6 
Improve access and safety and address pigeon problems to the Bell 
Tower/Choir Vestry area 

BMC 

St Faith’s Church Building – Long-Term Goals – 2020-2024 

Objective Responsibility 

E7 
Improve pedestrian access to the church – taking account of raised 
walls and graveyards along West Street 

Church 
Development 
Team 

E8 Improve and enhance the North and West entrances 
Church 
Development 
Team 

E9 
Replace or restore the lancet weatherboards in the tower and work 
with Havant Borough Council to have a plan for the restoration of the 
clock faces 

Church 
Development 
Team 

St Faith’s Church Hall 

Objective Responsibility 

E10 

Keep and restore the Church Hall to benefit the church and the 
community in a financially sustainable way.  Within 2 years, and 
following engagement with potential partners and the key user groups, 
complete the restoration to provide a multi-functional building for 
entertainment, meetings, community activities and social functions.  
This will also provide space for existing users of Church House when 
that building is restored. 

Pallant Buildings 
Development 
Team 
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Church House and Shop 

Objective Responsibility 

E11a 

Stage One: Refurbish the parish charity shop to make it a comfortable 
location for volunteers and customers, to help it maintain and possibly 
increase the income it generates for the Church and to enhance its 
social value for the community. 

Buildings 
Management 
Committee 

E11b 

Stage Two: Restore the building which houses the parish charity shop.   
If possible, and dependent on the development of Church House,  the 
shop will return to its current location after building work is completed 
or a new suitable venue will be found.  It is intended that work would 
start by year 5. 

Pallant Buildings 
Development 
Team 

E12 

Explore the potential to restore Church House or develop the site to 
offer a blend of rented community space, accommodation and / or 
offices with at least some funding coming from a third party.  Ideally 
work would start by year 5. 

Pallant Buildings 
Development 
Team 

E13 
As part of the restoration of the Church House and shop explore the 
potential of the courtyard and old garden which could offer space for a 
communal garden, refreshments area, etc. 

Pallant Buildings 
Development 
Team 

 

Other Buildings 

Objective Responsibility 

E14 
Retain the Christchurch Bungalow, 1 & 2 Churchfields and 2 & 4 North 
Street and through on-going maintenance keep them in good order 
and generating valuable regular income.   

BMC 

E15 

The Christchurch Centre – The education and nurture of children has 
always been a high priority for the church (and is re-stated in Aim 
Three of this Mission Development Plan).  We believe that on-going 
use of the Christchurch Centre as a nursery / pre-school is entirely 
consistent with this priority and is a valuable service to Denvilles and 
the wider parish.  We therefore see no reason to alter that use of the 
Christchurch building for the next five years. 

BMC 
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F.  Complementary and Underpinning Objectives 
 

During the development phase of the Mission Development Plan two other objectives were 

explored; Developing Strong and Lasting Partnerships and To Be Effective Communicators. During 

the final stages of writing it was agreed that these two objectives under-pin all the others and so it 

was more appropriate that references to communication and partnership were included in the 

objectives of the other sections.  The reduction of the original suite of seven Objectives down to five 

would also make the focus of the Plan easier to remember and promote. 

1) Developing Strong and Lasting Partnerships 

With resources at a premium and great opportunities to seize it was felt to be very important for the 

Church to be liaising carefully with current users of our buildings and other bodies who have a keen 

interest and influence in what we can achieve.  During the consultation phase we wrote to all users 

for their comments and had meetings with Havant Borough Council, Havant Dynamo Youth Theatre, 

the Spring Arts Centre and the Church Shop team.   We are committed to continuing to work in 

partnership with all these, and other parties who share our desire to better serve their neighbours. 

 

2) Being Effective Communicators  

The Church and its buildings provide for a very wide variety of needs and for a very wide diversity of 

ages, views, life experiences and interests.   With so much activity covered by the Plan and many 

people in the community having a keen interest in what we feel driven to achieve, it is essential that 

good communication is at the heart of our future strategy.  If successful it will maintain momentum 

and help inspire our work whilst also ensuring we maximise our resources.  We will therefore 

develop a public relations/communications strategy, building on the work of our existing 

Communications Team. 
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Management of Process 
 
The management of the different objectives and the allocation of responsibility is essential 
to the success of the Plan.  It is proposed that the following working groups will be created 
(or strengthened from existing structures). The Chairs of each group will select working-
group members to assist them.  Lines of communication (with other groups) are shown on 
the following organisational chart.  Appendix One describes the role of each primary group 
in more detail. 
 
Working Groups Advisor(s)  Chairs/Team 

Leaders 
Reports to  Objectives 

from Plan 

1. Building 
Management 
Committee 

Bill Skilliter Rector Standing 
Committee 

E6,E14, E15 
Also advises 
other Teams 

2. Worship 
Committee 

David Wiseman  Rector Standing 
Committee 

A1, A2, A3, 
A4, A6, B1, 
B2, B3, D1, 
D5(shared) 

3. Discipleship Team  Anthony Rustell (or 
Deputy) Diocese 
Discipleship Officer  

Rector  Worship 
Committee 

B6 
D5(shared) 

4. Children and Young 
People’s Team (sub-
group of Worship 
Committee 

Ben Mizen (Diocesan 
CYP Advisor)  
Existing Sunday 
School teachers  
All Aboard reps  

Fleur 
Bragaglia/  
Louisa 
Rutlidge/ 
Fionuala 
Grant 

Worship 
Committee 

B4, C1, C2, 
C3, C4, C5, 
D5(shared) 

5. Communications 
Team  

Neil Pugmire 
(Diocesan 
Communications 
Advisor)  

Colin Carter Standing 
Committee 

F2 
D5(shared) 

6. Stewardship Team Victoria James 
(Diocesan 
Stewardship 
Advisor)  

Shelley 
Saunders 

Finance 
Committee  

D5(shared) 

7. Church 
Development Team 

Architect  
DAC – David Brindley  

Paul Utting  Standing 
Committee – 
works with 
BMC 

D4, E1, E2, E3, 
E4, E5, E7, E8, 
E9 
D5(shared) 

8. Churchyard 
Development Group  

Sarah White (Eco-
Educationalist)(?)  

Mike Fluck Church 
Development 
Team 

D2, D3, 
D5 (shared) 

10. The Pallant 
Buildings 
Development Team 

Architect  
Existing Hall Users  

Colin Hedley Standing 
Committee  

A5, B5, 
E10,E11a, 
E11b, E12, 
E13 
D5(shared) 
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Appendix One 

Terms of Reference for Parish Working Groups and Teams 

 

1) Parochial Church Council (PCC) – Setting and Monitoring Policy 
Reports to:  Charity Commission and Diocese 

The PCC is the legally constituted body of Trustees for the whole parish.  The members of the council 

jointly hold responsibility for all the business of the parish, including financial management, 

buildings management, development issues, worship, and pastoral care.  The buck stops here.  

However, with such a vast portfolio of issues to be responsible for, the PCC quite properly delegates 

its responsibilities to smaller working groups (and committees) or to individuals with appropriate 

skills.  The PCC’s role, then, is to set the broad parameters under which the parish operates, and 

then to monitor that such operations are being achieved effectively, legally and properly.  This can 

be summarised as ‘setting and monitoring policy’. 

Some examples of how this role is worked out in practice may be helpful. 

a)  The PCC is responsible, with the Rector, for the worshipping life of the church.  In practice, the 

Rector takes the lead in running all worship activities, and only seeks the advice of the PCC when any 

major changes are envisaged. 

b)  The PCC is responsible for the proper financial management of the parish.  In practice, the 

Treasurer takes the lead in managing finances, under a PCC-agreed budget and the PCC ensures 

through appointment of an appropriate independent examiner that this is done properly. 

c)  The PCC is responsible for ensuring that parish buildings are used effectively and for purposes 

which do not conflict with the Christian ethos of the parish.  In practice, the Parish Administrator 

takes bookings for church hall hire, and the Building Management Committee takes responsibility for 

the management of the buildings. 

d)  The PCC accepts donations towards the operation or development of the parish.  But the name of 

any donors who wish to remain anonymous does not need to be revealed to the PCC. 

e)  The PCC may agree that a new toilet facility is needed in a given place…but it would not be 

involved in the choice of specific fittings, colours, layout or other detailed issues.  Those would be 

properly delegated to an appropriate sub-committee, working with a qualified professional. 

It is important that the PCC’s role of ‘setting and monitoring policy’ is clearly understood.  Any PCC 

which concerns itself too much in the day-to-day details of parish operations is usually destined to 

grind to an administrative halt! It is quite proper, and completely normal, that the PCC should 

delegate its responsibilities to those with the expertise to carry them out.  This approach is not only 

the right one; it is essential to good governance. 
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 2) Standing Committee – Conducts PCC Business between Meetings 
Reports to:  PCC 

The Standing Committee is responsible for ‘carrying out the PCC’s business between meetings’.  It is 

comprised of the Rector, Churchwardens, Treasurer, Secretary and Vice-Chair of the PCC, who might 

reasonably be expected to have a good collective grasp of the mind of the PCC on policy issues. With 

a smaller number of members (than a full PCC) it is also able to discuss and agree action more 

efficiently.   

The Standing Committee therefore acts as an administrative bridge between the PCC and its other 

working groups and committees.  The Standing Committee can take action, and approve expenditure 

which falls within the clear policy and budgetary framework set by the PCC. 

The Standing Committee reports its decisions to the PCC, through minutes of Standing Committee 

meetings.  However, these are intended to primarily inform the PCC of what actions have been taken 

in the name of the whole PCC.  Decisions of the Standing Committee, taken under already agreed 

budgetary and policy guidelines are treated as having the full authority of the PCC.   

However, should the whole PCC disagree with the actions of the Standing Committee, the PCC can 

through motion and vote reverse a decision, or agree/set a new policy. 

 

 

3) Buildings Management Committee (BMC) 
Reports to: Standing Committee 

The BMC has delegated authority and budgetary provision from the PCC for the day to day 

management of church buildings.  It achieves this by appointing from its own membership 

individuals known as ‘Stewards’ who are the front-line people responsible for day-to-day 

management of their given building. 

Management Tasks of the BMC include: 

 Health and Safety matters – including regular inspection and maintenance of electrical and 

gas installations, and fire safety equipment 

 Maximising the use of facilities available for hire 

 Maintenance, cleaning and general improvement of all facilities 

 Ongoing repairs and redecoration 
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4) Worship Committee 
Reports to: Standing Committee 

The Worship Committee is responsible for organising and ordering the Parish’s worshipping life.  It is 

tasked with remaining alert to the spiritual needs of the parish, and of responding to those needs 

creatively and prayerfully, within budgetary provision and policies set by the PCC. 

The Committee is supported by a number of sub-groups, teams and individuals, including: 

 Servers Team 

 Ministry Team (licensed clergy and readers) 

 Children & Young People’s Team  

 Discipleship Team 

 Pastoral and Stewarding Team 

The Worship Committee is responsible, with its sub-groups for taking forward the first two areas of 

focus of the Mission Development Plan – namely ‘Worship & Service’ and ‘Discipleship & 

Encouragement’ 

 

 

 

5) Communications Team 
Reports to:  Standing Committee 

The Communications Team is responsible for ensuring that good communication is at the heart of 

our parish’s life.  To do this, they use tools such as the Parish Website, Monthly Information Sheet, a 

Facebook page, notice boards and signage. 

 

 

6) Finance Committee 
Reports to:  Standing Committee 

The Finance Committee is responsible for developing, proposing and then overseeing the budget of 

the PCC.  To support this role, it has two sub-groups, which are responsible for ‘Capital Campaigns’ 

(raising money for capital projects) and a ‘Stewardship Team’ (responsible for encouraging all 

members of the parish to give to the work of the parish prayerfully and responsibly. 
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7)   The Pallant Buildings Development Team (PBDT) 
Reports to:  Standing Committee.  Liaises with BMC 

By approving this Mission Development Plan, the PCC has committed itself to restoring (where 

appropriate) and maintaining our community buildings for the benefit of the whole parish.  The 

Pallant Buildings comprise the Church Hall, Church House and the ‘Coach House’ with their 

associated gardens and car park.   To ensure that the huge task of redeveloping these buildings is 

taken forward with energy and vision, the PCC has established a new Team with specific 

responsibility for this task. 

The PDBT is responsible for delivering paragraphs E10 to E13 of the Mission Development Plan.  

They will be supported by a new part-time post of Parish Development Officer. 

The PBDT works with the BMC to continually improve the already existing facilities – including 

especially toilets, catering and storage facilities.   

The PBDT will be responsible for designing, proposing (to the PCC) and then executing solutions for 

the long term future of these buildings. 

The PBDT will be advised and supported in its work by another new group – the ‘Hall Users Group’ – 

made up of representatives of all organisations who currently use our public facilities on a long-term 

basis.  This group will offer critique, ideas, and (we hope) additional resources to drive forward a 

significant improvement and development programme. 

 

8) The Church Development Team (CDT) 
Reports to:  Standing Committee.  Liaises with BMC. 

By approving this Mission Development Plan, the PCC has committed itself to maintaining and 

improving St Faith’s church building as a vibrant sign of the Kingdom in Havant. 

The Church Development Team (CDT) is responsible for delivering paragraphs E1 to E9 of the 

Mission Development Plan.  The team will be supported by the new part-time post of Parish 

Development Officer. 

 

9) The Church-Yard Development Team (CYDT) 
Reports to: Church Development Team, then Standing Committee. 

The CYDT is responsible for delivering paragraphs D2 and D3 of the Mission Development Plan, 

through the development of ideas, proposal to the PCC and then overseeing action.  They may also 

assist the CDT in the delivery of paragraphs E6 and E7. 
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